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Guo Lei took the cash thrown by charlie, was overjoyed, and immediately went to change 

him a set of chips in a hurry. 

This time, he did not prepare 100 chips for charlie. The minimum face value was 1,000 

Canadian dollars, and 2,000, 5,000 and 10,000. 

When he came back with the chips, he respectfully put the chips in front of charlie, and said 

politely, “Mr. Wade, count your chips.” 

“No need.” charlie didn’t even bother to look at it, so he took out a chip of 10,000 Canadian 

dollars and threw it to him, and said lightly, “This is for you.” 

“Oh, thank you, Mr. Wade, you are so generous!” 

Guo Lei was flattered and took this chip, thanking him a lot, and his heart was already 

happy. 

charlie ignored him, put out another 10,000 chip on the table, knocked on the table, and 

said to the dealer, “Come on, deal the cards.” 

The dealer nodded, and glanced at Guo Lei from the corner of his eye. Seeing Guo Lei’s 

arms wrapped around his arms and his right hand clutching his left upper arm, he knew that 

Guo Lei wanted charlie to lose again, so he immediately moved his hands and feet again 

when shuffling the cards. 

And Guo Lei, at this time, has become the conductor of the entire gambling game. 
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If he wants charlie to win, charlie can win; 

If he wants charlie to lose, charlie will definitely lose. 

Of course charlie knew very well. 

But he didn’t care about it. 
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Moreover, as he lost more and more, he did not show any unhappiness from losing money. 

Guo Lei saw that charlie was about to lose 300,000 Canadian dollars, and his face still didn’t 

change. He knew that charlie was indeed a master with no shortage of money. Otherwise, if 

it were an ordinary person, he would be sweating and restless after losing so much. . 

Seeing that the chips on the poker table were getting smaller and smaller, charlie pushed all 

the chips in at the end when there were 5,000 yuan of chips left, and said lightly, “Come on, 

the last one.” 

The dealer nodded, Charlie took a peek at Guo Lei, and seeing that Guo Lei was still 

grabbing his right arm with his left hand this time, he knew that charlie would still lose this 

game. 

So, he gave charlie a small hand of cards. 

After the cards were opened, the dealer again defeated charlie with a slight advantage 

without any suspense. 

At this time, charlie stood up and said to Guo Lei, “Come on, I don’t play anymore, I’m not in 

the state today.” 

Guo Lei quickly took out 10,000 chips, handed them to charlie, and said with a smile, “Mr. 

Wade, if you continue to play two games with the 10,000-dollar chips, you might have a 

chance to turn over.” 

charlie waved his hand and said lightly: “I don’t play anymore, it’s no fun to win it back.” 

As he said that, he looked at Guo Lei and said, “Well, tomorrow night is still at that time, and 

I’m going to come over with two million.” 

Hearing this, Guo Lei was so excited that he could hardly close his mouth, and said quickly, 

“Since Mr. Wade still wants to play tomorrow, I will pick you up at Lisa’s house tomorrow!” 

charlie nodded and said indifferently: “I still drive that Rolls-Royce, I’m not used to other 

cars.” 

“That’s for sure!” Guo Lei smiled without thinking: “Tomorrow night, I will definitely arrange 

everything!” 



“Okay.” charlie stretched and said to Lisa and Claudia: “Don’t come with me tomorrow night, 

the environment here is really bad, the ventilation is not very good, it’s smoky, right You are 

not in good health.” 

Claudia was completely at a loss. 

She didn’t understand why charlie didn’t bring herself and Lisa tomorrow. If she didn’t bring 

them both, what if Lisa was in danger? 

However, she couldn’t ask her face to face, so she had no choice but to nod her head in 

obedience. 

Lisa also felt that this place was very boring, and it hurt to see charlie losing money. 

She wanted to persuade charlie not to come tomorrow, but after thinking about it, it 

seemed that charlie came to lose money on purpose today, so she couldn’t figure out 

charlie’s routine, so she had no choice but to nod like Claudia. promise. 

 


